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Son Goku’s adventure begins! Join me in Dragon Ball Culture Volume 2, as we travel along with
Goku on his epic journey for greater strength. With each step that Goku takes, you’ll discover
more of the hidden spirituality and symbolism in Dragon Ball that makes the series so
successful. You’ll see how author Akira Toriyama synthesizes Chinese culture, Western
technology, and Buddho-Daoist philosophy to create a series that speaks to your humanity. Not
because of the action or the humor, but because it reminds you of what it means to be alive.
Along the way you’ll learn of Goku’s ancient origin. You’ll hear how the legend of a wild monkey-
man begins in India, evolves across 2,000 years of Chinese and Japanese history, and leads to
the Goku you know and love. I’ll walk you through the journey from the first page to the last. And
by the time we’re done, you will be an expert on Dragon Ball’s culture. Volume 2 explores
Chapters 1 to 23 of the Dragon Ball manga. So let's take our first step with Goku!

An excellent companion to the series. The book goes beyond what official sources would do by
providing insights into Toriyama's creative process, his motivations, and his plotting techniques.
Dragon Ball Culture is one of the most accurate and complete sources of information about
anything Dragon Ball related. It could give you a new perspective on the series. -
toonbarn.comThe amount of in-depth Dragon Ball information contained in this book is "Over
9,000!!" If you are a fan of Dragon Ball, I highly recommend this book. It's a must have for any fan
of Dragon Ball or for someone who wants to learn more about Eastern culture. - Connor Terrell,
YouTube Reviewer."Dragon Ball Culture is an AMAZING resource. I guarantee you will learn a
lot. You'll not only get your deepest Dragon Ball questions answered,you'll also get answers to
questions you never thought to ask!" -MistareFusionDerek Padula's brilliant Dragon Ball Culture
books are well-researched and written in a formal but still accessible manner, providing insight
on the culture, themes, and history that influenced the story and world of Dragon Ball. Mr.
Padula's books are excellent pieces for any Dragon Ball fan looking to dig deeper into the
essence of the franchise, and I highly recommend them. - all-comic.comGive Volume 2 a read,
you won't be disappointed! Derek Padula discusses Akira Toriyama and how hidden spirituality
and symbolism helped make the Dragon Ball series such a great success. -
dragonballinsider.comFrom the Back CoverVolume 2 of 7Start your Dragon Ball adventure!
thedaoofdragonball.comAbout the AuthorDerek Padula is the author of The Dao of Dragon Ball
website and book series; the first to reveal the deep history, philosophy, and cultural roots of the
world's #1 anime and manga. Derek's journey begins when he sees the Dragon Ball anime in
1997. His love for the series inspires him to start martial arts training in Shaolín gongfu, taiji-
quan, qigong, karate, and Falun Dafa meditation. He earns his B.A. in East Asian Studies and a
minor in Chinese from Western Michigan University. Then he studies abroad in Beijing, China



where he trains with the Buddhist Shaolín monks and a Daoist taiji sword master. After returning
home he begins his life's work. He is now an authority on Dragon Ball and loves to share his
understanding of this profound series that changes lives.Read more
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susceptible, “The Foundation is Laid Bare. In this Volume, our author takes us through the peaks
and valleys of the first story-arc where we meet our main players. Here, the protagonists, the
antagonists and all of the supporting cast are brought under magnification for a rather intimate
inspection of all the fragments that makes them a whole. We learn about the influences from
various cultures, pop or otherwise, that helped to flesh out these beloved characters. From
James Bond films to Aladdin and from timeless classics like Animal Farm to The Lost World of
Sinbad; there is revelation upon revelation from each inspired artifact that has melded into such
a cohesive narrative that is the epic Dragon Ball tale. But this exploration doesn't stop there, we
also delve into the backdrop that underpins all of our character's adventures; we sift through
information about the vehicles in the Dragon World, the clothes, the architecture and every other
trivial tidbit that adds to a more richly invigorating experience whenever we encounter this story;
whether it be in every re-read or multiple viewing of the manga and/or anime, respectively.For
any admirer of stories this scope of work is indispensable. We are rewarded with a
comprehension that lends itself to build bridges across boundaries of ethnicity, time, region, etc.
and adds to the way we communicate ideas and passions by the way of our chosen media
outlet. Once the first story-arc is digested, we are then treated to an invigorating Appendix. A
place where some time is spent writing about the parallels of the Indian and Chinese classics
that helped to give structure to Dragon Ball. For anyone who has never read the Eastern
quintessential like 'Journey to the West' or 'Ramayanam' this is a small literary recap of the
utmost importance. Integral words for Westerners to appreciate the lineage of storytelling in the
East, much in the same way that the Greco-Roman stories have influenced the way we produce
and consume stories here on our shores.It is said, "Brilliant borrows and genius steals," this is
borne into scrutiny upon reading Derek Padula's 'Dragon Ball Culture' series. Is it homage or is it
influence? Or perhaps outright plagiarism... It is also said that "-there is nothing new under the
sun." A few thoughts to come away with when this dialog is analyzed. It is evident to infer that
what arises when one throws a new perspective onto the ideas of the old guard, that this, this is
where the 'new' is born! A new sort, bastardized into being from the patchwork of an old tapestry.
The heritage in which everything is steeped from is the very fiber, the crucial part, where a thing
becomes refined. Cultured.”

Ebook Library Reader, “LOVE IT!!!. This book is so freaking amazing! I've learned a lot of things
about Dragon Ball and it has seriously made me look at it in a new way. I always knew that
Dragon Ball wasn't just about the fighting, but a lot of spiritual things as well, but this book made
me realise more of that. Absolutely adore it. Thank you Derek Padula for writing this!”

Juan Carlos, “Ancient China to Modern Japan. Great analysis of the cultural history of Dragon
Ball- it’s incredibly in-depth!”



Ebook Library Reader, “Love it. Thank you so much”

Alex Topper, “Like Dragonball? Then this book is a MUST read .... Interested in Spirituality and
Mysticism? Like Dragonball? Then this book is a MUST read for you!”

Giuseppe Mancino, “Five Stars. I love it”

Christine, “An Informative and Fantastic Read!. Dragon Ball Culture Volume 2 is a fantastic book
filled with a plethora of information regarding everything related to the Dragon Ball series. Derek
does a phenomenal job presenting an enourmous amount of research throughout the book with
well-detailed explanations of the topic, numerous sources, and a lengthy glossary at the end. I
enjoyed Derek's writing and thought it was a great blend between being informational,
entertaining when appropriate, and serious when it needed to be. His analysis of the series is
spot on and his own added insights into certain topics was refreshing to read. I agreed on his
insights and liked that he included sources to backup his theories, so he wasn't just guessing. I
also appreciated that the chapters were organized and transitioned nicely into the upcoming
topics. It's easy to tell that Derek engaged in an intensive amount of research for this series and
it was a delight absorbing all the information contained in volume two. Due to all of the above, I
quickly became immersed with the content by reading detailed character analysis's and facts
about events, cultural influences, symbolism, spirituality, Sun Wunkong, the dragon balls,
Sheron, and even the featured art on the manga covers. I learned a great deal and finished the
book pleased that this series delivered as suggested.Overall, I greatly enjoyed reading volume 2
and am thankful for the newly obtained information I've received after finishing it. I'm now eager
to continue the series and further enhance my knowledge of my favorite manga/anime beyond
volume #2. I HIGHLY recommend this book (along with #1) to anyone who is a fan of Dragon
Ball, enjoys learning, wants fun trivia, desire's Akira Toriyama facts, likes analyzing symbolism,
or wants to explore the vast amount of cultural influences that inspired Dragon Ball. This book
features all of these and more.”

EBsessed, “Fascinating, but an editor would have helped clean it up. Like the first volume, this is
a fantastically well-researched and thoroughly-considered tome of information that will help
deepen any hardcore fan's appreciation of the classic Dragon Ball series. However, there are
long sections which seem to simply repeat things already learned in the first volume, and there
are minor mistakes throughout the text. Padula should hire an editor, but aside from these minor
issues, I highly recommend these books to anyone who wants to deepen their understanding of
the world's most popular manga and anime series.”

Manuel R. Martínez, “Magnífico. Imprescindible para cualquier amante de Dragon Ball.La obra
de Padula nos ayuda a apreciar los detalles de una de las obras cumbres del manga japonés.”



Neroxan, “Eine sehr ausführliche Analyse des ersten Manga-Arcs. Eine sehr ausführliche
Analyse über die ersten 2 Bände des Manga. Es werden einem alle kulturellen Hintergründe und
Referenzen erklärt.Man sollte dieses Buch mit den Mangabänden daneben lesen, damit man
nach jedem kapitel im Buch im Manga nachschauen kann was genau gemeint ist. Nicht seltem
hat man dadurch "AHA-Momente" und versteht Dinge die man davor einfach so hingenommen
hat oder gar nicht hinterfragt hat. Sehr ibteressant ist auch das Kapitel des Appendix. Hier
werden die kulturellen Hintergründe von Son Goku bzw Sun Wukong genau beleuchtet.”

Jessica M, “Truly awesome!. Recommended for those who want to know more deeply about
Dragonball on why the manga books are about.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 20 people have provided feedback.
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